NEW AGE
700 SERIES

Curved surfaces to go with the flow

DESIGNS FOR THE FUTURE
NEW AGE doors are available in

VACUUM FORMED
FOLDED PANELS
Seamless panels & columns

Texture, Woodgrain, Printed SC & Printed
vacuum formed finishes.

Tesrol is the first company to perfect the
manufacture of seamless Vacuum Formed panels
removing the need for joins achieving a seamless
paint like finish.

They are not available in Matt SC, Matt,
Gloss Standard or Gloss Premium
vacuum formed finishes, these finishes
are only available in a Painted Finish.
New Age doors come in 2 design
options. The 710 & 720 as shown below.

18mm thick
Plain Panels

32 to 52mm thick
Plain Panels

100mm thick
Plain Panels

100mm thick
Decorative Panels

Design 710 - Edge 3S

Design 720 - Edge 3S
Vacuum Formed colours page 30
Paint colours page 19
Design 710 - Edge 3S - Painted Finish

ALUMINIUM
FRAMED DOORS

PAINT

For the exact colour match you are after

METAL & GLASS LOOK
These exciting aluminium framed doors
complement Tesrol’s comprehensive
range of Vacuum Formed, Routered,
Painted and Timber cabinet doors.
This superior product is aimed at the
discerning buyer and provides a modern
and elegant addition to any home.
Every door is created by highly skilled
specialists who value quality above
everything else. Our guarantee to you
is that every possible effort has been
made to ensure that your design will be
functional, practical and aesthetically
pleasing.
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Tesrol offers its customers the flexibility of products
finished in Polyurethane. This level of freedom
will allow a far greater choice of both colour and
design. Tesrol can match all popular brand colours
by name.
Painted doors are available in Texture, Satin and
Gloss 2 pack finishes.

Design 710 - Edge 3S - Painted Finish

Please note: Tesrol cannot accept responsibility for product
supplied which does not match other finishes pre-painted
in the home.

FINE
TEXTURE

SATIN

HIGH
GLOSS
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